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Joint Joint Joint Joint ResponseResponseResponseResponse    to the EC consultation on the recommendations of the Highto the EC consultation on the recommendations of the Highto the EC consultation on the recommendations of the Highto the EC consultation on the recommendations of the High----level level level level 

Expert Group on reforming the structure of the EU banking sectorExpert Group on reforming the structure of the EU banking sectorExpert Group on reforming the structure of the EU banking sectorExpert Group on reforming the structure of the EU banking sector    

of of of of the Austrian Ministry of Finance, the the Austrian Ministry of Finance, the the Austrian Ministry of Finance, the the Austrian Ministry of Finance, the Financial Market Authority and Financial Market Authority and Financial Market Authority and Financial Market Authority and 

OesterreiOesterreiOesterreiOesterreichische Nationalbankchische Nationalbankchische Nationalbankchische Nationalbank    

We welcome the opportunity to comment on certain aspects of the Group’s 

proposals in the consultation.  

The recommendations put forward in the report aim at promoting systemic 

stability, the advantage of which could outweigh the costs that might be associated 

with it. In this context it should be noted that some EU Member States might be 

much more affected than others by the regulatory changes proposed in the report, 

depending on the respective business models of their banks.  

The first recommendation of a mandatory assignment of proprietary trading 

activities and other significant trading activities to a separate legal entity can 

certainly be expected to have the most impact on the existing European banking 

structure.  

Such a separation may improve systemic stability in various ways: 

• There would be less negative spill-over between trading and traditional 

banking, and therefore less risk of a costly general crisis. 

• Moral hazard would be reduced in trading operations not backed by 

insured deposits, thus reducing the probability of difficulties. 

• Costs of winding down a separated part of a group would be less than that 

of winding down a part of an integrated organisation. Insofar as these costs 

would fall to the public sector, the mechanism would then also help to 

insulate sovereign creditworthiness from banking sector problems.  

• Bank management and authorities would be better enabled to take early 

and decisive action once problems arise in such a separated trading entity. 

Consequently, via a mandatory separation of trading activities the probability of a 

bank default and loss given default might be reduced, as one part of the holding 

group could be saved without causing negative spill-over effects to other parts of 

the group. 
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Nevertheless, and even before considering the costs of the proposals, we would 

like to put forward some concerns that could to some extend outweigh the 

advantages outlined above: 

• The examples of problem banks suggest that many banks failed in the 

recent crisis due to an over-expansion of lending and excessive reliance on 

short-term wholesale funding. 

• Authorities can have incentives to rescue banks because of their 

interconnectedness in trading activities and the supply of credit, even if they 

have few or no deposits. 

• There could still be strong spill-over effects within a group. 

• The winding down costs depend on the overall recovery and resolution 

plans (RRP), which are much wider and do not only focus on the legal 

structure. 

As to costs, the extent of economies of scale and scope is an empirical matter. 

Operational economies of scale and scope (e.g. sharing information systems, 

pooling of hedge transactions) are probably exhausted by banks that are much 

below SIFI-size. We note that a mandatory separation of trading activities could 

also increase overall regulatory costs.  

More important may be the benefits of operating a universal and diversified 

banking group: Due to risk diversification such a group could be perceived as 

more stable by the market, permitting the group to profit from lower funding 

costs. Effective separation of activities on the contrary could imply higher funding 

costs for one or even both entities. The consequences could be less profitability, 

and therefore less resilience and also a constraint on credit supply, particularly via 

higher costs of lending. 

Generally, we would strongly advocate for first fully exploring the ramifications of 

forthcoming regulatory legislation, most prominently the draft Directive 

establishing a recovery and resolution framework and CRR I / CRD IV. In 

particular, several suggestions in the Report, such as in the areas of governance or 

disclosure, are already covered by these regulatory proposals. 

Thus, at this very preliminary stage of considerations we take the view that there is 

merit to discuss the whole issue in a wider context and consider all possible pros 

and cons, including possible cost implications, as well as intended and unintended 

consequences of each single proposal, before advocating too quickly into one or 

the other direction.  
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RRRResponse to response to response to response to recommendation 1ecommendation 1ecommendation 1ecommendation 1::::    Mandatory separation of proprietary trading Mandatory separation of proprietary trading Mandatory separation of proprietary trading Mandatory separation of proprietary trading 

activities and other significant trading activitiesactivities and other significant trading activitiesactivities and other significant trading activitiesactivities and other significant trading activities    

    

General remarkGeneral remarkGeneral remarkGeneral remarkssss        

We support the overall aim of recommendation 1, particularly the goals to 

achieve more simplicity and transparency in banking structure, reduce complexity 

and interconnectedness, thereby increasing the resolvability of major banks, and 

more risk-adequate pricing of funding for various banking activities. All these 

goals are important for increasing the risk-bearing capacity of banks as well as for 

reducing the implicit subsidy enjoyed by banks, which are deemed to be 

systemically relevant. However, we have serious doubts whether the parameters 

introduced by the group lend themselves to achieve this goal. 

 

We believe that recommendation 1, applied to systemically important banks1 with 

very sizeable trading business activities, would to some extent help to achieve 

more simplicity and transparency in banking structure, both for the markets and 

the supervisors. Separate capitalisation of “trading entities” and measures to 

insulate “deposit entities” from “risky trading” should also lead to more risk-

adequate pricing of funding and a higher loss-taking capacity of both forms of 

entities. 

 

However, we have doubts that, due to the complexity and global 

interconnectedness of the capital markets / trading business, the aim of better 

resolvability of “trading entities” can actually be achieved in practice. Contagion 

risk might still be too big to make resolution a viable option even after separation, 

Lehman being a case in point. 

 

Nevertheless, even if resolution might not in practice be (fully) achievable in all 

cases, the result of more transparency and loss-bearing capacity of separated 

entities would render following the intent of the recommendation with respect to 

banks with very sizeable trading business activities still worthwhile. However, we 

believe that significant work on the calibration of the trigger for mandatory 

                                                           
1
 Systemically importance should be measured on a global or European level, and not 

necessarily on a domestic level. 
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separation will need to be carried out before any translation into the EU 

regulatory framework. 

 

In any case we strongly recommend conducting a thorough impact assessmentstrongly recommend conducting a thorough impact assessmentstrongly recommend conducting a thorough impact assessmentstrongly recommend conducting a thorough impact assessment in 

order to weigh benefits and risks of the current universal banking model versus 

mandatory separation. Furthermore, already agreed measures in the 

CRR I / CRD IV framework should also be taken into account, as these include 

elements to address systemic or macro-prudential risks or risks originating at 

Systemic Important Institutions (so called “SIIs”)  

 

In the following we would like to present our most important comments regarding 

the idea of mandatory separation in more detail: 

Specific commentsSpecific commentsSpecific commentsSpecific comments    

1. Regarding the mandatory separation of proprietary trading activities and other 

significant trading activities the Report is very rudimentary. It lacks relevant 

details that would need to be worked out, before implementing such a wide 

reaching regulatory measure. If, following a comprehensive impact assessment, 

the proposal was further pursued, under the rule of law and for legal certainty 

there would be aaaa    need need need need for for for for a a a a cccclear lear lear lear trigger for mandatory separationtrigger for mandatory separationtrigger for mandatory separationtrigger for mandatory separation as well as 

clear criteria which activities are allowed in the “deposit entity” and which 

activities are subject to mandatory separation.  

 

 The experience in the US with the so called “Volcker rule” seems to show 

that it is far from clear cut to distinguish between proprietary and other trading 

in practice. For instance, difficulties could arise in segregating derivatives 

trading by distinguishing between hedging purposes and proprietary trading 

since derivatives trading is usually operated on a global scale, regardless of the 

trade’s purpose (trading or hedging).The required structural measures would 

need to be easily enforceable by the competent authorities. Clear and 

unambiguous criteria would have to be established in order to determine 

situations where separation is mandatory, bearing in mind that the purpose of 

this breakdown is to protect the socially most vital parts of the banking group 

and to limit the taxpayer’s stake in the trading parts of a group. Furthermore, 

it needs to be clarified in due detail what is required to insulate the deposit 

bank from trading entities in a group context. 
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2. The list of activitiesactivitiesactivitiesactivities to be ringto be ringto be ringto be ring----fenced in this trading entityfenced in this trading entityfenced in this trading entityfenced in this trading entity should be clear for 

all stakeholders to avoid regulatory arbitrageto avoid regulatory arbitrageto avoid regulatory arbitrageto avoid regulatory arbitrage and possible migration of trading possible migration of trading possible migration of trading possible migration of trading 

activities to the shadow banking sectoractivities to the shadow banking sectoractivities to the shadow banking sectoractivities to the shadow banking sector.  

 

3. In addition, some activities permitted in the “deposit entity”, such as e.g. “the 

use of derivatives for own asset and liability management purposes, as well as 

sales and purchases of assets to manage the assets in the liquidity portfolio” 

encompass a potentially very wide area of products and activities and might 

give banks opportunities for regulatory avoidance. More effort More effort More effort More effort would be would be would be would be 

needed to dneeded to dneeded to dneeded to delineateelineateelineateelineate    the permitted and prohibited activities in a more precise the permitted and prohibited activities in a more precise the permitted and prohibited activities in a more precise the permitted and prohibited activities in a more precise 

manner.manner.manner.manner.  

 

4. We agree that proprietary trading, prime brokerage for hedge funds and other 

forms of “investment banking” can carry substantial risks. Yet, in our view pure 

marketmarketmarketmarket----making activitmaking activitmaking activitmaking activitiesiesiesies are not comparable to those types of activities, nor do 

they bear a similar risk profile. In the case of market making there clearly is 

also a closer link to the “real economy”, since such activities also support for 

example the financing of SMEs via capital markets. Therefore, we suggest to 

be cautious and to analyseanalyseanalyseanalyse    in more depth potential unintended consequencesin more depth potential unintended consequencesin more depth potential unintended consequencesin more depth potential unintended consequences,,,, 

before including market-making in the list of activities to be mandatorily 

separated. We are also aware that the delineation of these activities from 

proprietary trading is burdensome and might provide opportunities for 

circumvention. This aspect, too, needs due consideration. 

 

5. Generally, we have strong strong strong strong objections objections objections objections against against against against using technical definitions using technical definitions using technical definitions using technical definitions 

borrowed from the accounting worldborrowed from the accounting worldborrowed from the accounting worldborrowed from the accounting world to delineate “risky” trading activities“risky” trading activities“risky” trading activities“risky” trading activities from 

other business without taking into account the specific categorisations implied 

by these definitions. In particular it is in our view inappropriate to use the 

inclusion of assets into the IFRS position „Available for Sale“ (AFS) as a proxy 

for risk during the assessment for mandatory separation in the first stage. If the 

first stage of assessment was to remain linked to accounting positions at all, it 

should rather be based solely on the IFRS category “Held for Trading” (HFT), 

which is the category where assets held with trading intent are correctly 

booked. 

 

6. If, following a comprehensive impact assessment, the proposal was further 

pursued, we would argue for linking the mandatory separation requirement 

with the regulatory regime for systemically important banks (SIB), as foreseen 

in the overhaul of the EU banking laws (CRD). Only institutions or groups 
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designated as SIB by competent authorities should be subject to mandatory 

separation, if they conduct very sizeable trading activities. However, as 

proposed in the recommendation, the specific legal structure of a bank shall 

not hinder the implementation of a separated entity. 

 

7. For banks not identified as SIBs, separation (or supervisory measures to the 

same effect) should be assessed by the competent authorities in the process of 

setting up recovery and resolution plans. In any case, small banks should be 

entirely exempted from any future separation regime, since with regard to the 

principle of subsidiarity we do not see further needs for prudential rules for 

institutions significantly below any systemic relevance. 

  

8. Regarding the second stage assessment we would argue for a thorough thorough thorough thorough 

calibration of calibration of calibration of calibration of possiblepossiblepossiblepossible    triggertriggertriggertriggerssss    for mandatory separationfor mandatory separationfor mandatory separationfor mandatory separation. In this stage of 

assessment also IFRS AFS assets should be scrutinized regarding the aim of 

separation. But we generally agree that designated SIBs with very sizeable 

trading business activities might be subject to mandatory separation, if their 

trading activities and trading revenues are significant as compared to their 

overall activities and revenues. However, trading activities (and income) that 

are closely connected with financing the real economy should not be included 

in the “significance test”.  

   

9. With respect to mandatory separation we take the view that it should be 

ensured that there are no conflicting issues with the provisions of the draft 

Directive establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit 

institutions and investment firms, which according to our view should not set 

any triggers but establish clearly defined rules. Thus supervisors should be 

enabled to exercise their discretionary powers on the basis of harmonised 

European rules.  

 

10. Once the separation has been put in place, for the sake of resilience of the two 

types of entities as well as financial stability it has to be assuredhas to be assuredhas to be assuredhas to be assured    that both that both that both that both 

entities are subject to all regulatory requirements and entities are subject to all regulatory requirements and entities are subject to all regulatory requirements and entities are subject to all regulatory requirements and mandatory mandatory mandatory mandatory supervisionsupervisionsupervisionsupervision, 

as proposed in the report. In this context we suggest complementing the 

consolidated supervision regime in such cases by an additional institution- 

specific supervision requirement. 

 

11. A clear time schedule and a sufficient transition period would be needed in 

order for banks to be able to plan and put the structural adaptations in place. 
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RRRRespoespoespoesponse to rnse to rnse to rnse to recommendation 2: ecommendation 2: ecommendation 2: ecommendation 2: Additional separation of activities conditional on Additional separation of activities conditional on Additional separation of activities conditional on Additional separation of activities conditional on 

the recovery and resolution planthe recovery and resolution planthe recovery and resolution planthe recovery and resolution plan    

 

1. As stated above regarding recommendation 1, we would argue for linking the 

mandatory separation requirement with the regulatory regime for systemically 

important banks (SIB) with very sizeable trading activities. For all other banks 

separation should be assessed by the competent authorities in the process of 

setting up recovery and resolution plans. Small banks should be entirely 

exempted from any such requirement. 

 

2. We fully support the aims of the draft Directive establishing a framework for 

the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms 

currently under discussion. The draft Directive already foresees that separation 

may be required by the resolution authorities within the framework of the 

resolution planning process. However, we want to note that such a power is a 

very intrusive power in a phase where no violation of relevant legal 

requirements or no financial deterioration has occurred. Such a preparatory 

and preventative measure seems to be too far reaching. ThereforeThereforeThereforeTherefore, requiring, requiring, requiring, requiring    

separation of activities should be separation of activities should be separation of activities should be separation of activities should be understood as an exercise within the understood as an exercise within the understood as an exercise within the understood as an exercise within the early early early early 

interventioninterventioninterventionintervention    framework.framework.framework.framework. 

 

RRRResponse to response to response to response to recommendation 3: Possible amendecommendation 3: Possible amendecommendation 3: Possible amendecommendation 3: Possible amendments to the use of bailments to the use of bailments to the use of bailments to the use of bail----in in in in 

instruments as a resolution toolinstruments as a resolution toolinstruments as a resolution toolinstruments as a resolution tool    

    

GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral    remarksremarksremarksremarks    

We generally support further developing the bail-in framework as outlined in the 

draft Directive establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit 

institutions and investment firms. We specifically share the view of the Report to 

use designated bail-in instruments within the scope of this draft Directive, as they 

increase the loss-absorbency of banks.  

We also share the concern that bail-in instruments held to a large extent within 

the banking sector are likely to open contagion channels for systemic risk within 

the banking system. On the other side we should take note that insurance 

companies, pensions funds and other institutional investors, which are directly or 

indirectly managing retail-clients´ money, qualify for investments in bail-in 
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instruments only within the framework of their respective asset allocation 

regulations. In this context potential cross-sector contagion risks to non-bank 

financial institutions likewise need to be analysed. Nevertheless reducing the 

investor base does not seem to be the right approach especially with regard to the 

minimum requirements for liabilities subject to the write-down and conversion 

powers.  

 

Specific commentsSpecific commentsSpecific commentsSpecific comments    

1. While we generally support a comprehensive, statutory bail-in approach, the 

creation of targeted, contractual bail-in instruments can help increase 

transparency. However, such a category of instruments should be coupled with 

a minimum threshold for such instruments (which, however, could also be 

filled with common equity capital), and statutory bail-in should be available as 

a last resort (i.e. in a subsidiary manner). 

 

2. We generally consider that excessive payments of bonuses should be avoided. 

Whenever bonuses are paid, however, we consider it as more logical to pay 

them in equity (first loss tranche) rather than in bail-in debt instruments 

(second loss tranche). With respect to using bail-in instruments in 

remuneration schemes for top management by introducing a mandatory share 

of bail-in bonds (which pay principal and interest and confer a creditor status 

on the manager) into variable remuneration, it is far from certain that this 

would create the right incentives, if compared to remuneration in equity (which 

is primarily loss absorbing).  

 

3. Potential cross-sector contagion risks to non-bank financial institutions need to 

be addressed. 

 

RRRResponse to response to response to response to recommendation 4: A review of capital requirements on trading ecommendation 4: A review of capital requirements on trading ecommendation 4: A review of capital requirements on trading ecommendation 4: A review of capital requirements on trading 

assets and real estate related loansassets and real estate related loansassets and real estate related loansassets and real estate related loans    

1. In principle, we are open for the recommendation to improve the robustness 

of the trading book capital requirement by setting extra capital buffers, but we 

would rather prefer to integrate possible future requirements within the 

established system. Due consideration should be given to the interplay of this 

recommendation with already initiated amendments with respect to 
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Incremental Risk Charge, Counterparty Valuation Adjustment etc. and more 

generally the on-going trading book review currently conducted by the BCBS. 

 

2. The Report expresses concerns regarding the consistency of model-based 

RWA and the respective treatment of real-estate lending. While we agree that 

model-based capital requirements may suffer from modelling risks and 

measurement errors, we suggest that any setting of extra, non-risk based capital 

buffer requirements should duly take into account the overall adaptations to 

the capital requirements regime in on-going regulatory projects (including i.a. 

the introduction of a leverage ratio). Furthermore, we encourage designing 

such amendments in a way that does not de-incentivise risk sensitivity. It may 

also be noted that in the area of real estate financing some Member States do 

already have a comprehensive regulatory framework in place, which provides 

for instruments with a very low probability of default and strict limits for 

investments, e.g. mortgage bonds (Pfandbriefe).  

 

3. In addition, we note that an assessment of RWA consistency across the EU 

has already been launched by the EBA. However, we welcome measures 

leading to a more level playing-field and increasing the resilience of the 

banking system, if deemed necessary after a thorough analysis of RWA setting 

under IRB models. 

 

4. Prudential authorities should be requested to closely monitor the migration of 

risks to non-regulated financial intermediaries and the overall effect on the 

build-up of risks in the financial system as a whole.  

 

5. We agree with the Report to welcome the implementation of the leverage ratio 

requirement as a backstop to the risk-weighted capital requirement. The 

outcome of the CRR observation period and the EBA report should however 

not be pre-empted. 

 

6. The Group also considers that the adequacy of the current large exposure 

limits should be assessed regarding inter-institution and intra-group exposures. 

We would therefore call for a comprehensive impact assessment with special 

consideration of intra-group aspects.  In this context it will be important to 

distinguish between different business models in order to prevent unwarranted 

limitations for funding models within a banking group. Furthermore, a more 

detailed reasoning for the proposed measures should be provided as well as an 
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assessment, how avoiding the requirements of the proposed regulation can be 

restrained.  

 

RRRResponse to response to response to response to recommendation 5: Strengtecommendation 5: Strengtecommendation 5: Strengtecommendation 5: Strengthening the governance and control of hening the governance and control of hening the governance and control of hening the governance and control of 

banksbanksbanksbanks    

1. We agree with the claim that it has become more difficult for external parties, 

be they market participants or supervisors, to monitor big banks. The increase 

in size and the emergence of banks that are too-big-to fail have further reduced 

market participants' incentives to monitor banks effectively. However, in our 

view the issues of complexity and interconnectedness are not limited to banks’ 

trading activities and we would like to draw attention to the attempts to tackle 

these problems within the framework of the draft Directive establishing a 

framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and investment 

firms currently under discussion. 

 

2. We support the demand for enhanced disclosure requirements in order to 

improve market discipline, so as to improve the quality and comparability of 

risk and business disclosures. The development of Pillar 3 rules within the 

CRR seems to adequately cover this recommendation. 

 

3. We support the intention to improve the governance and control mechanisms 

of all banks. However, the new rules of the CRD, introducing further fit & 

proper requirements for the managing and the supervisory body of institutions 

according to the institutions’ activities and risks as well as introducing the 

requirement to install risk committees and a risk management function, seem 

to satisfactorily cover this recommendation. 

 

With regard to sanctioning powers of supervisors, we consider the 

comprehensive new powers provided by the CRD as quite sufficient to ensure 

effective enforcement. 


